Comparison of Choroidal Vascularity Markers on Optical Coherence Tomography Using Two-Image Binarization Techniques
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PURPOSE. To compare the agreement between optical coherence tomography (OCT)-based choroidal vascularity markers measured by two previously reported image binarization techniques.

METHODS. Spectral-domain OCT using enhanced-depth imaging was performed in 100 eyes from 52 normal subjects. Choroidal images were binarized to luminal area and stromal area using two different algorithms. Choroidal vascularity marker was defined as the ratio of luminal area to total choroidal area and they were termed “luminal/choroidal area ratio (L/C ratio)” and “choroidal vascularity index (CVI)” per the algorithm. The agreement between choroidal vascularity markers measured by the two techniques was compared using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and Bland-Altman analysis.

RESULTS. The mean values of choroidal vascularity markers were 70.12% (range, 56.76%–78.55%) for CVI and 67.44% (range, 51.09%–81.31%) for L/C ratio. Low level of absolute agreement between the two binarization techniques was reflected by an adjusted ICC of 0.353 using linear mixed model with age, sex, and spherical equivalent as covariates. Agreement between CVI and L/C ratio measured by two-image binarization techniques in a group of healthy subjects. The mean values of choroidal vascularity markers were 70.12% (range, 56.76%–78.55%) for CVI and 67.44% (range, 51.09%–81.31%) for L/C ratio. Low level of absolute agreement between the two techniques was compared using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and Bland-Altman analysis.

CONCLUSIONS. There was discrepancy between measurements of choroidal vascularity using two commonly adopted image binarization techniques. It remained unclear what was the true choroidal vascularity and which binarization algorithm was more accurate. Future studies with enhanced image quality and improved image analysis algorithm are required to decipher the ground truth for choroidal vascularity.
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The choroid is a richly vascularized and pigmented tissue, consisting of blood vessels as well as stromal tissue, including extracellular matrix and melanocytes. It has the highest blood flow per body weight among all tissues in the body. Choroid is responsible for the vascular supply to the outer retina, RPE, and possibly part of the optic nerve. Dysfunction of the choroid is implicated in common ocular diseases such as age-related macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. Recent literature also suggest that choroidal structural changes are associated with many systemic diseases.

Various methods have been attempted to understand the changes in choroid in disease states, such as histologic evaluation, indocyanine green angiography (ICGA), ultrasonography, and optical coherence tomography (OCT). OCT offers an in vivo noninvasive quantitative assessment of choroidal structure, especially with the advent of enhanced-depth imaging (EDI) technique. Choroidal thickness (CT) is the most commonly used OCT derived marker of choroidal structure. However, the use of CT has an inherent disadvantage of inability to differentiate changes in the choroidal vascular versus stromal area due to structural heterogeneity of choroid.

Recently development of OCT image binarization techniques has allowed for differentiation and quantification of choroidal vascular and stromal areas separately. This has led to the creation of a novel structural marker for choroidal vascularity, which is the ratio of vascular (or luminal) area to total choroidal area. It was termed “choroidal vascularity index (CVI)” by Agrawal et al. or “luminal/choroidal area ratio (L/C ratio)” by Sonoda et al. This new marker of choroidal vascularity has been investigated in normal physiologic conditions and also validated as a useful tool in various ocular diseases.

Differences exist in the image binarization algorithms for the calculation of CVI and L/C ratio. Although they are measuring the same entity, there is no direct head-to-head comparison between the two. There is also no gold standard that they can be compared against. In this study, we aim to investigate the agreement between CVI and L/C ratio measured by two-image binarization techniques in a group of healthy subjects.
Measurement of Ocular Factors

All subjects were evaluated by certified ophthalmologists and refracted by certified optometrists. Best corrected visual acuity was measured by Snellen chart. Spherical equivalent (SE) was calculated as the sum of the spherical power and half of the cylindrical power.

Image Acquisition

All subjects underwent EDI-OCT scans using a commercial device (Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering, Vista, CA, USA). The macular region was scanned using a 7-horizontal line scan (30° × 5°) centered on the fovea, with 100 frames averaged in each B-scan. Each scan was 8.9 mm in length and spaced 240 μm apart from each other.

Image Analysis

The raster scan passing through the fovea was selected for analysis. Binarization was performed separately using techniques proposed by Sonoda et al. and Agrawal et al. Detailed algorithms for both techniques were described previously. Both techniques were carried out with ImageJ (version 1.47; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA; https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). In the technique proposed by Sonoda et al., choroidal segmentation was performed before binarization by manual plotting of the total choroidal area (TCA) extending from RPE/Bruch’s membrane complex to the choroid-sclera interface. Subsequently, average brightness of the choroidal luminal area (LA) was calculated as the mean reflectivity of three randomly selected choroidal vessels with lumens larger than 100 μm. By setting this value as the minimal brightness of the image, the OCT scan was converted to an 8-bit image. The 8-bit image was then binarized using a Niblack auto local threshold tool. Lastly, the binarized image was converted to a red, green, blue image to allow selection of choroidal LA (the area with dark pixels) by the color threshold tool. The ratio of choroidal LA to TCA (L/C ratio) was calculated automatically by the software. In the technique proposed by Agrawal et al., a few modifications were made. The OCT scan was directly converted to 8-bit images using ImageJ default setting. Then the 8-bit image was binarized using Niblack auto local threshold tool in the same manner. This was followed by choroidal segmentation by manual plotting of choroidal inner and outer border, which highlighted the TCA. The final steps of choroidal LA selection was the same as technique of Sonoda et al. Size of LA and TCA were calculated by the software and CVI was computed by dividing LA by TCA.

Examples of OCT images before and after binarization using both techniques was illustrated in Figure 1. The representative images also demonstrated the discrepancies in L/C ratio and CVI in three subjects (Fig. 1).

Statistical Analysis

The degree of agreement between choroidal vascularity indices calculated by the two techniques was evaluated using intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and visualization of the agreement was obtained using Bland-Altman analysis. ICC was expressed in terms of absolute agreement and obtained using two-way mixed model. Crude or unadjusted ICC between the two techniques was obtained using actual values of CVI and L/C ratio, while adjusted ICC was obtained using a linear mixed model due to its ability to deal with correlated data for bilateral eye involvement. Adjustment was performed using age, sex, and SE as covariates. All statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (SPSS version 20.0; IBM Corp. Armonk, NY, USA) and statistical significance was evaluated at 5% level.
RESULTS

We included 100 eyes from 52 patients in this study. Both eyes were eligible in 48 patients and one eye was eligible in four patients. The mean age was 38.13 years (range, 19–65). There were 23 males and 29 females in the study (Table 1). The mean value for CVI was 70.12% (range: 56.76%–78.55%, SD: 3.87%), while the mean value for L/C ratio was 67.44% (range: 51.09–81.31%).

Two-way mixed, average measure ICC was used to assess absolute agreement between CVI and L/C ratio. ICC was used instead of Pearson’s correlation coefficient as ICC gives the closeness between the two measurements, while correlation provides only the linearity of two measurements. The crude or unadjusted ICC obtained was 0.372 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.074–0.576; P value: 0.004), which indicated low level of agreement between CVI or L/C ratio (Table 1). Subsequently, linear mixed model (LMM) was used to calculate the adjusted values for CVI and L/C ratio using age, sex, and SE as covariates. Since measurements were taken on both eyes for one subject, LMM considered these measurements as repeated covariates. Table 2 provided the β coefficients of covariates for CVI and L/C ratio. Age and SE were statistically significantly correlated with CVI (P = 0.029 and P < 0.001 respectively), while sex was significantly correlated with L/C ratio (P = 0.020). The adjusted ICC using LMM was 0.353 (95% CI: –0.202 to 0.667; P < 0.001; Table 1), which still suggested poor absolute agreement between CVI and L/C ratio.

Visualization of agreement was obtained using Bland-Altman plots before (Fig. 2A) and after (Fig. 2B) adjustment with covariates (Fig. 2). Before adjustment, the limits of agreement were wider (–8.12 to 13.47) compared to those after agreement (–0.79 to 6.17). Despite that, both Bland-Altman plots and ICC value indicated poor agreement between the two techniques.

DISCUSSION

Binarization of OCT choroidal images has led to the creation of new tools to assess choroidal structure in vivo. In contrary to the current OCT-based markers (i.e., CT and choroidal volume), which measure overall structural changes, these biomarkers for choroidal vascularity (i.e., CVI and L/C ratio), encompass changes in both vascular and stromal components of the choroid.

Performance of choroidal vascularity markers were studied in both healthy and diseased eyes and it was evident these new markers were valuable and robust. CVI but not CT, was shown to be independent from systemic and ocular factors such as age, axial length, intraocular pressure, or systolic blood pressure in a large study involving 345 normal subjects.20 In eyes from diabetic patients and eyes with exudative AMD, there were decreased CVI with no significant change in CT.26,28,29 CVI was also shown to provide additional information to CT in terms of longitudinal choroidal structural changes in diseases such as panuveitis20; Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada (VKH) disease25; central serous choriorretinopathy (CSCR)24, and myopic choroidal neovascularization.27 Changes in L/C ratio or a similar index called L/S ratio (ratio of choroidal luminal area to stromal area) were investigated and found to yield valuable information in normal physiologic conditions including diurnal variation22 and dynamic exercise23 as well as in a number of ocular diseases including exudative AMD31, polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV)34, CSCR24,35, VKH disease30,31, and retinitis pigmentosa.36

In this study, we compared the agreement between markers of choroidal vascularity (CVI and L/C ratio) measured by two-image binarization techniques and significant differences were found between the two measurements. CVI was shown to be higher by 2% to 3% compared to L/C ratio. In addition, L/C ratio was statistically different between male and female, whereas CVI was influenced by age and refractive error. As both techniques derived a statistically different index for vascularity in the choroid, the effect of the confounding variables could be different. CVI seemed to be more equivocal for male and female, whereas L/C ratio was robust for differences in refractive error and age.

The assumption that dark pixels in OCT images represented choroidal luminal area and that light pixels represented choroidal stromal area was the foundation of analysis in both techniques. To date, there was no direct and definitive

| TABLE 2. | Association of CVI and L/C Ratio With Age, Sex, and SE |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Factors | β | 95% CI for β | P Value | β | 95% CI for β | P Value |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Age | –0.083 | –0.158 | –0.009 | 0.029* | –0.070 | –0.165 | 0.025 | 0.144 |
| Female sex | –0.549 | –2.433 | 1.335 | 0.560 | –2.881 | –5.286 | –0.477 | 0.020* |
| Refractive error, SE | 2.552 | 1.290 | 3.814 | <0.001* | 0.781 | –0.930 | 2.492 | 0.365 |

β, regression coefficient.

*P values < 0.05 represent significance level.
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assumption was true. On the other hand, there were also
evidence suggesting light-scattering pattern on OCT was
affected by choroidal melanin pigments and this could

complicate the interpretation of light and dark pixels. In
their previous publications, authors of both techniques have
compared binarized images to the original OCT images and
showed that dark area corresponded to lumens of choroidal
vessels. Both authors have also demonstrated high intragrader
and intergrader reliability of their measurements in

previous reports. Differences in methodology. First, in the technique used by
Agrawal et al., image binarization using Niblack auto local thresholding was performed prior to manual plotting of
choroidal inner and outer border. In contrast, image binarization was carried out after identification of choroidal borders in
the algorithm used by Sonoda et al. Differences in the
determination of choroidal borders might result in different measurement of TCA, which was the denominator in the
calculation of choroidal vascularity markers. Second, Agrawal et al. used Imagej default setting for the conversion of
original OCT image to 8-bit image and omitted the step used by
Sonoda et al. which set a threshold with preselection of three
large vessel lumens. This could translate into a higher
minimum brightness value used as the threshold in Sonoda et
al. technique and hence a smaller measurement of LA, which
was the numerator in the CVI or L/C ratio calculation.

The key step in the measurement of choroidal vascularity is image analysis and thresholding, which are intrinsically
subjective unless supported by additional evidence. Niblack auto local threshold strategy is the technique of choice used in
both methods discussed in this paper primarily because of their effectiveness in isolating vascular structures. Image
binarization, and indeed thresholding of any kind, is specific to the object of interest in the image. There are several well-
accepted thresholding techniques based on image histograms;
clustering; entropy; object attributes; spatial methods; local
adaptive methods; rank filters; region adjacency graph
methods; partial derivative equation methods (level-sets);
Hessian analyses; and the recently popular supervised deep
neural networks. The most commonly used methods utilize the

properties of the image histogram to identify regions of interest. These methods include Otsu, Yen, Li, Renyi entropy,
Intermodes, Sauvola, and Bernsen. Each of these methods makes certain assumptions about the data. For example, the
Intermodes method assumes that the histogram is bimodal, which makes images with histograms having extremely
unequal peaks or a broad and flat valley unsuitable for this
method. Otsu’s threshold clustering algorithm finds the
threshold that minimizes the intraclass variance of background and foreground pixels. Recently Hessian analysis and texture
mapping have been shown to be very effective in isolating vasculature from images of the fundus. These methods utilize a
deep understanding of the image properties such as the need to remove speckle noise and local curvature values to give
optimal segmentation. In cases of fundus images, the ground-truth of the location of vascular structure is readily verified,
unlike in OCT images. Deep neural networks have become very powerful in recent times. Systems such as Segnet and U-
net are very powerful at identifying regions of interest. The
major drawback of neural-networks is that they have to be
trained with known ground-truth parameters. Currently the
actual vascular status is not known in OCT images, which is
not ideal for the application of neural networks. So far the gold
standard for the methods of image binarization is still lacking.
Further research with evidence to support the isolation of true
vascular structures is required for a gold standard to be
developed.

A higher CVI value compared to L/C ratio could be the result of larger choroidal LA or smaller TCA or a combination of
both. We were also unable to comment on accuracy of the two
techniques due to the lack of a gold standard in measuring
choroidal vascularity. In future studies, we aim to compare
image datasets of normal eyes with different disease phenotypes using the two different techniques to explore those
disease datasets as possible silver standards to compare the
effectiveness of the two software. These were the limitations of
our study. The strengths of our study were a large sample size,
homogenous ethnicity, and correction for factors such as age,
sex, and refractive error so that effect of confounding factors
could be minimized.

In conclusion, we report poor agreement between choroi-
dal vascularity markers measured by two OCT choroidal image
binarization techniques. It remains unclear what was the true

![Figure 2](http://arvojournals.org/)
choroidal vascularity and which binarization technique was more accurate. Further studies to address these questions are warranted and will likely require improved image analysis algorithm as well as advancement in OCT with enhanced image quality, better signal-to-noise ratio and higher contrast.
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